The Complete Title of Your Paper

(*Note: The title may take up more than 1 line. It should not be abbreviated or shortened when written on the title page, and it should follow normal capitalization rules. Your title should be less than twelve words.)

Author name

Author Affiliation

Author Note

The first paragraph of the author note will discuss the author’s department affiliation (include both the department and university/organization/research center name for each author listed.)

The second paragraph of the author note will mention any changes in author affiliation. If no changes have occurred, meaning no authors have switched departments/affiliations, then this paragraph will not be included.

The third paragraph will make acknowledgements and mention any special circumstances.

The fourth paragraph will give correspondence/contact information. This usually pinpoints the person who will field questions and communication for the paper.
Abstract

Do not indent this paragraph. This paragraph should not be too long or overly complex. Make sure your abstract gives an accurate, concise explanation of the key concepts and ideas of the paper. The purpose of this abstract is to give a simple summary of the paper’s contents so that others can get an overview of the paper without having to read the paper in its entirety.
The Complete Title of Your Paper

Begin writing the body/introduction of your paper. Other writing center resources are available that give valuable information on APA formatting within the paper, such as in-text citations and headings.